
COMMON GED ESSAY PROMPTS

A huge collection of GED Essay topics. Set a timer for minutes, pick an essay prompt from our list, and begin writing
your GED practice essay.

Getting familiar with GED essay samples will help you plan your essay and understand what elements are
important. In addition to regular essay instructions, a sample response is provided for review. Covering a
range of topics, these passages provide conflicting arguments on issues such as cell phone usage, game-based
learning, parenting, internet use and hosting the Olympics. Analyze the arguments that are presented in each of
these articles. Many recycling proponents claim there is a shortage of landfill space, but this is absurd. Some
people argue that recycling preserves resources, but this is misleading. Set a timer for minutes, and try your
hand at one of the GED essay topics below! Provide reasons and examples for your stance. This is how long
you have to write your essay during the actual GED exam. Discuss the importance of a college degree in the
contemporary workplace. This is why many communities charge extra fees to residents in order to provide
recycling pickup. Discuss whether you believe mandatory community service would benefit most young
people. No need to worry as we are here to help you. Take it from us that you are not alone in this situation.
Let our expert writer help you. You must write on the assigned topic ONLY. In your response, develop an
argument in which you explain how one position is better-supported than the other. Discuss the ways in which
young people are doing better today than they did in the past. For tips on how to determine which argument is
stronger, Dummies also provides step-by-step guided instruction in essay writing. Consider how our society
has changed over time. After reading both arguments, write your essay explaining which opinion is best
supported. Another bonus: essays for BOTH sides of the argument are provided. Think about how society has
changed with time. The sample essay is a good example of what GED essays should look like. This essay
should take 45 minutes to complete. And of course, recycled newspapers must be de-inked, often with
chemicals, thus creating additional waste in the form of sludge. Use our practice GED essay topics to help
perfect your writing skills! Practice writing a words essay. Show how the experience was important and
developed your character. Write an essay explaining what you think, and give specific examples of an
individual you admire, and the reasons you admire him or her. Describe a life experience that taught you a
lesson; discuss how you used that lesson in your life afterward. A quality GED essay topic always provides 2
articles written with opposing opinions. There are over 7 different writing topics to choose from.


